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ABSTRACT

The primary objective of the Sea-viewing, Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) Project is to produce water-

leaving radiances with an uncertainty of 5e/0 in clear-water regions and chlorophyll a concentrations within

±35% over the range of 0.05-50mgm -3. Any global mission, like SeaWiFS, requires validation data be

submitted from a wide variety of investigators which places a significant challenge on quantifying the total

uncertainty associated with the in situ measurements, because each investigator follows slightly different

practices when it comes to implementing all of the steps associated with collecting field data, even those

with a prescribed set of protocols. This study uses data from multiple cruises to quantify the uncertainties

associated with implementing data collection procedures while utilizing differing in-water optical instruments

and deployment methods. A comprehensive approach is undertaken and includes a) the use of a portable light

source and in-water intercomparisons to monitor the stability of the field radiometers, b) alternative methods

for acquiring reference measurements, and c) different techniques for making in-water profiles. The only

system to meet the 5% radiometric objective of the SeaWiFS Project was a free-fall profiler using (relatively

inexpensive) modular components, although a more sophisticated (and comparitively expensive) profiler using

integral components was very close and only 1% higher. A relatively inexpensive system deployed with a

winch and crane was also close, but the ship shadow contamination problem increased the total uncertainty

to approximately 6.5%.
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1. Introduction

The increased availability of commercial off-the-shelf radiometers over the past 20 years has produced a significant

increase in the amount of marine optical measurements conducted during oceanographic cruises. Spectral radiometric

measurements of the marine light field are now routinely collected in numerous studies related to primary produc-

tivity, bio-optical modeling, and ocean color remote sensing. The Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS)

calibration and validation plan (Hooker and McClain 1999), for example, relies on radiometric measurements made

at sea by a diverse community of investigators. One of the long-standing objectives of the SeaWiFS Project is to

produce spectral water-leaving radiances, Lw(A), with an uncertainty of 5% (Hooker and Esaias 1993), and the sea-

truth measurements are the reference data to which the satellite observations are compared (McClain et al. 1998).

The accuracy of the field measurements are, therefore, of crucial importance.

The uncertainties associated with in situ optical measurements have various sources, such as, the deployment

protocols used in the field, the absolute calibration of the radiometers, the environmental conditions encountered

during data collection, the conversion of the light signals to geophysical units in a data processing scheme, and the

stability of the radiometers in the harsh environment they are subjected to during transport and use. In recent

years, progress has been made in estimating the magnitude of some these uncertainties and in defining procedures

for minimizing them. For the SeaWiFS Project, the first step in the process of controlling sources of uncertainty was

to convene a workshop to draft the SeaWiFS Ocean Optics Protocols (SOOP). The SOOP adhere to the Joint Global

Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) sampling procedures (Joint Global Ocean Flux Study 1991) and define the standards

for optical measurements to be used in SeaWiFS radiometric validation and algorithm development (Mueller and

Austin 1992). The SOOP are periodically updated as deficiencies are identified and outstanding issues are resolved

(Mueller and Austin 1995). Examples of incomplete (but converging consensus) protocols are those for turbid water

and above-surface measurements (including those made from aircraft).

The follow-on steps in controlling uncertainty sources investigated a variety of topics. The SeaWiFS Intercalibra-

tion Round-Robin Experiment (SIRREX) activity demonstrated that the uncertainties in the traceability between

the spectral irradiance of calibration lamps was approximately 1%, and the intercomparisons of sphere radiance was

approximately 1.5% in absolute spectral radiance and 0.3% in stability (Mueller et al. 1996). The SeaWiFS Data

Analysis Round-Robin (DARR) showed differences in commonly used data processing methods for determining up-

welling radiance and downwelling irradiance immediately below and above the sea surface, Lu(O-, A) and Ea(0+, A),

respectively, were about 3-4% of the aggregate mean estimate (Siegel et al. 1995). Hooker and Aiken (1998) made
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estimatesofradiometerstabilityusingtheSeaWiFSQualityMonitor(SQM),a portableandstablelightsource,and

showedthestabilityof theirradianceandirradiancesensorsin thefieldduri,_ga36-daydeploymentwasonaverage

to within 1%(althoughsomechannelsoccasionallyperformedmuchworse)•._[orerecently,Hookeret al. (1999)

conductedanextensivefieldprogramto intercompareavarietyofabove-andin-watermethodsto establishthebest

protocolfor makingabove-waterradiometricmeasurements.

Eachof theactivitiesdescribedabovefocusedononeparticularaspectassociatedwith in-waterlight sensors.

Thewayuncertaintiescombineorcancel,hasneverbeenfullyassessed,although,SIRREX-5madeaninitial inquiry

into this importanttopicanddefinedanexperimentalplanforaddressingtheissuesinvolved(Johnsonet al. 1999).

Similarly,therecommendedprotocolsallowthesameradiometricquantitiesto bemeasuredusingdifferentin-water

deploymentmethodologies(above-surfacemeasurementsarenotconsideredhere),but thewaytheycomparein the

fieldispoorlydocumented.

As part of the SeaWiFSProjectcalibrationandvalidationactivities,the SeaWiFSfieldprogramconducted

specificexperimentsto investigatetheseissues.Theexperimentstook placeduringseveralAtlanticMeridional

Transect(AMT) cruisesonboardthe RoyalResearchShipJames Clark Ross (JCR) between England and the

Falkland Islands. The odd-numbered, southbound cruises sample the boreal autumn and austral spring; while the

even-numbered, northbound cruises sample the boreal spring and austral autumn (Aiken and Hooker 1997). Because

of the geographic extent of the cruises (more than 100 ° of latitude and 50 ° of longitude), the repetitive scheduling of

the cruises (two per year lasting more than 30 days each), diversity of the environments encountered (oligotrophic

gyres to eutrophic coastal regions), and use of state-of-the-art radiometers (including calibration monitoring with

the SQM), the AMT Program has no equivalent in the oceanographic community.

The AMT optical experiments were designed to compare a variety of deployment techniques used to measure

Lu(z, A) and Ed(z, A). Mounting the needed •light sensors on a frame and deploying the frame with a winch and

crane is the most frequently used technique, while tethered, free-fall systems are an increasingly popular method.

The irradiance incident at the sea surface (often called the reference or deck cell measurement) is usually collected

with a sensor installed on the ship's deck, but floating references, either above or below the air-sea interface, are also

frequently used. Although there are many differences between optical instruments deployed with crane and winch

systems versus free-fall units, the primary differences are related to ship-induced perturbations, wave motion, and

time required to perform a cast. Cranes have limited reach, so ship shadow can be a problem, whereas for a free-fall

system, the profiler (and possibly the reference) is deployed far from the ship to avoid any ship-induced perturbations
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to thelightfield(shadows,reflections,bubbles,etc.).Becauseshipsarenotdecoupledfromtheoceansurface,pitch

androll canincreasemeasurementuncertaintiesinwinchandcranedeployments,particularlywhena longboomis

used.Driftingreferencesarealsoinfluencedbysurfacemotion,but engineeringsolutionsanddeploymentpractices

canbeadoptedto reducethiseffect.Free-fallprofilersarenotsubjectto waveaction,but theymustbeproperly

trimmedtoensureminimaltilts duringdescent.Winchesandcranesrequirecrewpreparationtimebeforeoperations

cancommence,andwincheshaverelativelylowdescentandascentrates,bothofwhichresultin increasedtimeneeded

to completeacastand,thus,increasedopportunitiesforenvironmentalperturbations(e.g.,clouds).Conversely,the

deploymentorrecoveryofafree-fallsystemgenerallytakesafewminutesandcanbeconductedwithonlytwopeople.

Assessingthestrengthsandweaknessesof thesedeploymentmethodsin thefieldusingradiometersof different

typesis not a trivial task. Preliminaryto anyattemptof identifyingthe actualsourceof a possibledifference

betweentwosensors,it is necessary to know how the sensors compare to one another under controlled circumstances.

In other words, the differences in the absolute response ot_the sensors when they are exposed to a known light source is

required, because this establishes a baseline response for each system which permits the other sources of discrepancies

during at-sea experiments to be discerned and quantified. The SQM is designed to perform these comparisons and to

monitor the stability of the sensors in the field during the length of a cruise. The latter is particularly important, since

an actual difference between two deployment schemes must be resolved from a difference caused by a degradation

in the performance of a particular sensor. Of course, an independent evaluation of the stability of the SQM itself is

needed, so changes in the SQM emitted flux is not incorrectly ascribed to a sensor's performance.

The study presented here deals with all the above-mentioned sources of uncertainty. In particular, the following

objectives are considered :

1. Quantify the level of uncertainty of the SQM during AMT cruises; '.

2. Measure the stability level of the AMT instruments, so differences in the deployment methodologies can

be discerned;

3. Compare the stability monitoring capabilities of the SQM (an expensive device) with a time series of in-

water and in-air intercomparisons with a second set of radiometers (a potentially inexpensive alternative);

4. Establish which deployment configuration for a reference buoy that can be floated away from a ship

produces the smallest uncertainties;

5. Compare reference measurements made far away from a ship to measurements made on a mast mounted

above the ship's main deck;
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6. Ascertainif a modular,low-cost(16-bit)profileris_ good_sanintegral,high-cost(24-bit)profiler;anti

7. Compare tile quality of the data from free-fall systems and from a winch and crane system.

Because the AMT optical measurements are essentially designed for remote sensing validation activities, this study

of issues associated with in-water data collection is based on quantities relevant to the validation process, i.e., Lw (A)

and diffuse attenuation coefficients derrived from Ea(z, A) and L,,(z, A) profiles,/Ca(A) and K_(A), respectively. The

impact of normalizing radiometric quantities by the incident solar irradiance is also considered.

2. Instruments and Methods

Only the AMT instruments supplied by the SeaWiFS Project are considered here, since their calibration and

deployment have always adhered to the recommended protocols, and the SQM has always been used to monitor

their performance in the field. All of the radiometric systems, including any spares, were manufactured by Satlantic,

Inc. (Halifax, Canada). This commonality in equipment was considered the simplest and most cost-effective way to

ensure redundacy (exchanging components during failures), intercalibration (very similar center wavelengths), and

intercomparison (all of the instruments report at the same rate and have similar response functions).

The SeaWiFS Project instruments used during the AMT Program include the SeaWiFS Optical Profiling Sys-

tem (SeaOPS), the Low-Cost NASA Environmental Sampling System (LoCNESS), and the SeaWiFS Free-falling

Advanced Light Level Sensors (SeaFALLS). The former is deployed from a winch and crane, whereas, the latter

two are floated away from the ship and deployed by hand. Both SeaOPS and LoCNESS profilers are modular 7-

channel systems, that is, they are built up from (relatively) inexpensive subcomponents that are externally cabled

together. SeaFALLS and its associated incident irradiance sensors are integral 13-channel designs that cannot be

easily disassembled.

The incident solar irradiance data are provided by three instruments. SeaOPS and LoCNESS are deployed in

parallel with a 7-channel in-air irradiance sensor mounted on a mast (a deck cell). SeaFALLS is coupled with

the SeaWiFS Square Underwater Reference Frame (SeaSURF), which is comprised of an in-water irradiance sensor

suspended below a tethered, square floating frame; and the SeaWiFS Buoyant Optical Surface Sensor (SeaBOSS),

which is an in-air irradiance sensor fitted inside a removable buoyant collar, so it can be deployed on a mast (as a

deck ceil) or as a tethered buoy. Figure 1 shows the at-sea use of the SeaWiFS optical instruments within a simplified

radiometric schematic [see Hooker and McClain (1999) for a more complete discussion]. A brief description of the

instruments and the way they are deployed is given below.
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2.1 SQM

The engineering design and characteristics of the SQM are described by Shaw et al. (1997) and .Johnson et al.

(1998), so only a brief description is given here. The SQM is a portable and highly stable light source capable of

monitoring the stability of radiometers to within 1% in the field (Hooker and Aiken 1998). Although the results

presented here are from one lamp assembly, the SQM has two lamp sets with different wattage bulbs resulting in three

possible flux level settings. The SQM produces a diffuse and uniform light field and is designed to be flush-mounted

to radiance or irradiance sensors with a spectral range from 380-900 am. A kinematically designed D-shaped collar

is used on all devices being tested to ensure they view the same part of the SQM aperture each time they are used.

The uniformity of the source is less than 2% over a circular area 15 cm in diameter. An internal heater provides

operational stability and decreased warm-up intervals.

To account for changes in the emitted flux, three temperature-controlled photodiodes measure the exit aperture

light level: one has a responsivity in the blue part of the spectrum, another in the red part of the spectrum, and

the third has a broad-band response. It's important to note the blue detector is the most sensitive to illumination

fluctuations, since the minimum flux is in the blue part of the spectrum (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, is the

lowest). These data are used to normalize the flux of the source, so the actual change in the responsivity of the field

sensor can be determined.

A change in the responsivity of the field sensor is distinguished from a change in the internal detectors through

the use of fiducials. Fiducials are nonoperational devices with the same size and shape as the in situ radiometers.

Three fiducials are used: a white one, a black one, and a black one with a glass face. The latter mimics the reflectivity

of the optical surface of a radiance sensor (the glass is the same as that used with the field' radiometers), but the

other two are designed to be significantly different; together, all three provide a wide range of reflectivities. The

time series of a fiducial, as measured by the SQM internal monitors, gives an independent measure of the temporal

stability of the SQM light field. The reflective surface of fiducials is carefully maintained, both during its use and

when it is not being used. Consequently, the reflective surface remains basically constant over the time period of

a field expedition. A field radiometer, by comparison, has a reflective surface that is changing episodically due to

the wear and tear of daily use. This change in reflectivity alters the loading of the radiometer on the SQM and is a

source of variance for the monitors inside the SQM that are viewing the exit aperture, or the radiometer itself when

it is viewing the exit aperture.
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2.2 SeaOPS

SeaOPSiscomposedof anabove-waterandin-watersetof 7-channellight sensorsorganizedwithinmodular

subsystems.A conductivityand temperature(CT) probeplusa mini-fluorometerarealsopart of the SeaOPS

system.Thein-wateropticalsensorsarea downward-viewingOCR-200radiancesensorwhichmeasuresL_,(z,,k)

and an upward-viewing OCI-200 irradiance sensor which measures Ed(z, A). The above-water unit (also an OCI-200

sensor) measures Ea(0 ÷, A). An in-water and in-air data unit (both Satlantic DATA-100 modules) receive the analog

signals from the light sensors and convert them, through a 16-bit, analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, to RS-485 serial

communications. The SeaOPS sensors are capable of detecting light over a four-decade range.

A custom-built profiling frame is used to carry SeaOPS. The positioning of the equipment on the frame was

developed with a geometry that ensured the light sensors were in close proximity to one another while preventing the

radiance sensor from viewing any part of the support. The narrow geometry of the frame was designed to provide a

minimal optical cross section. The field of view of the irradiance sensor is only influenced by the 7 mm winch wire

and careful attention was paid to the balance of the frame, even though SeaOPS has tilt and roll sensors. At the start

of each cruise, the frame was trimmed with lead weights in air, accounting for the in-water weights of the sensors;

final trim checks were carried out in situ during the first (test) station. The typical lowering and raising speed of

the winch was approximately 20-25cm s-l. For most stations, the sun was kept on the starboard side except during

adverse weather conditions. The crane used had about a 10m reach over the starboard side of the ship. During

AMT cruises, the SeaOPS reference was always mounted at the top of a mast sited on top of the port stern gantry

mast. The mast was high enough to ensure none of the ship's superstructure shaded the irradiance sensor under

most illumination conditions.

2.3 SeaFALLS

SeaFALLS, SeaSURF, and SeaBOSS are integral designs all equipped with (relatively expensive) 13-channel OCI-
J

1000 and OCR-1000 radiometers, which employ 24-bit, A/D converters and gain switching. Each system is capable

of detecting light over a seven-decade range. SeaFALLS measures Ed(z, A) and Lu(z, A as it falls through the water

column. It is based on a SeaWiFS Profiling Multichannel Radiometer (SPMR) which was modified so it could be

used with the SQM without any disassembly. SeaSURF is based on a SeaWiFS Multichannel Surface Reference

(SMSR), an in-water irradiance sensor designed to be deployed a fixed distance (Zo _ 30cm) below the surface,

and it measures Ed(zo, A), while SeaBOSS' is an in-air version of the SMSR and measures Ea(O +, A). All of the
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instrumentsreceivepowerandsenddataviaa tetheredcable.LikeSeaOPS,SeaFALLSis fitted witha CT probe

anda mini-fluorometer.

SeaFALLSisdeployedfromthesternof thevessel,andwheneverpossible,theshipmaintainsa headwayspeed

of approximately0.5kts. Theprofilinginstrumentis carefullyloweredinto the waterandslowlyreleasedat the

surfaceuntil it hasdriftedclearofanypossibleshadowingeffect.Whentheprofilerreachesthedesireddistancefrom

thestern(usually30-50m),it is readyfordeployment.Continuedeffortis madeof preventingthetelemetrycable

fromevercomingundertension,sinceevenbriefperiodsof tensionon thecablecanadverselyaffectthevertical

orientation(tilt) andvelocityof theprofiler.To ensurethisdoesnot occur,theoperatoralwaysleavesa fewcoils

of cableat the surface. A tangle-free and continuous feed of cable into the water is also needed, so all of the cable

(approximately 300 m) is laid out or naked on deck prior to each deployment in such a manner as to minimize any

entanglements. The profiler descends at approximately 1 m s -I so a relatively deep cast can be acquired very quickly

(less than 3 minutes for a 150 m cast)

SeaBOSS, can be mounted on a mast or deployed as a drifting buoy, whereas, SeaSURF is always floated away

from the boat using a buoyant frame. Any floating references to be deployed at the same time as SeaFALLS are

deployed carefully to keep their cosine collectors dry, and then they are held at no less than 15 m behind the vessel

until SeaFALLS is in the correct position for deployment. When the drop command is given, both instruments are

released in unison. The reference cable is paid out freely so that minimal tension is placed on the cable which in turn

minimizes reference tilts. When SeaFALLS reaches the point of maximum descent (usually the 1% light level), both

instruments are pulled back to their original positions, and are ready to be redeployed. Since the profiler and both

references can be deployed quickly with only two people, the ship can be stopped when light conditions are optimal.

More importantly, because SeaFALLS casts do not last long, they can be timed to coincide with clouds moving clear

of the sun.

2.4 LoCNESS

LoCNESS is not a new instrument per se, but instead is built up from the SeaOPS modular components or from

spares (Fig. 2). Once assembled, LoCNESS is a free-falling unit that looks and functions very similar to SeaFALLS,

and it is deployed in the same fashion. The deck cell data is usually the same as for SeaOPS, although, a separate

(spare) reference sensor has been used on some occasions. The principle advantage of LoCNESS is its cost and

flexibility; it can be assembled from (relatively) inexpensive components (in comparison to SeaFALLS) and it can
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bequicklyreconfigured,sincetheradiometersusedarenot integraltothedesign.Forexample,ratherthanmeasure

Ed and L_, a spare OCI-200 can be used in place of the OCR-200 radiometer and LoCNESS can measure Ed and

E_,. In addition, a special adapter plate can be used on the nose of the profiler which allows for the mounting of two

heads rather than one: the usual L,, sensor plus, for example, an Eu sensor. This Three-Headed Optical Recorder

(THOR) option does not disturb the stability of the profiler during descent. In fact, the THOR option has produced

the lowest and most stable tilts (less than 1° on average) of all the profilers used on AMT cruises.

As shown in Table 1, all of the series 200 radiometers (SeaOPS, LoCNESS) took measurements in the same seven

spectral bands which were selected to support SeaWiFS calibration and validation activities (McClain et al. 1992); in

comparison, the series 1000 radiometers (SeaFALLS, SeaSURF, and SeaBOSS) cover the SeaWiFS bands plus other

parts of the spectrum in greater detail (Table 2). The spectral overlap of the sensors and the simultaneous profiles

facilitate at-sea intercomparisons of the instruments. For the analyses presented here, only the SeaWiFS bands are

considered, since they are common to all of the instruments.

2.5 Data Acquisition

For all of the profilers, the RS-485 signals from the in-air and in-water subsystems are combined in a Satlantic

deck box and converted to RS-232 communications for computer logging. Although the instrument manufacturer

provides data acquisition software, it is not suitable for controlling several instruments simultaneously with only one

operator, nor is it well suited for calibration monitoring requirements. Consequently, a joint effort was undertaken by

the University of Miami Rosenstiel School for Marine and Atmospheric Science (RSMAS) and the SeaWiFS Project

to produce a new data acquisition package for all of the AMT optical instruments.

The acquisition software for SeaOPS and LoCNESS is called Combined Operations (C-OPS) and it controls both

the in-air and in-water data streams. The primary task of the software is to integrate the RS-232 outputs from

the deck box that handles the power and telemetry to the underwater instruments and to control the log_ng and

display of these data streams as a function of the data collection activity being undertaken: dark data (caps on the

radiometers), up cast, down cast, constant depth or soak events, calibration monitoring, etc. All of the telemetry

channels are displayed in real time and the operator can select from a variety of plotting options to visualize the

data being collected.

File naming is handled automatically, so all the operator has to do is choose what data streams are to be recorded

and then select the execution mode of the data collection activity. The files are written in ASCII and each tab-
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delimitedfilehasa headerstrutcturethat identifieswhatisrecordedin eachcolumn,andall datarecordsaretime

stamped.TheacquisitionsoftwareforSeaFALLSfunctionsareverysimilarlyto C-OPS and is called C-FALLS. The

primary difference is that C-FALLS logs two rererence data streams (SeaSURF and SeaBOSS) simultaneously.

Data logging for the SQM involves two computer systems: one for the device under test (DUT) and one for

the SQM. With the SQM control software, one computer controls two highly regulated power supplies and acquires

five other signals from a multiplexed digital voltmeter (DVM): the three photodiode voltages from inside the SQM

and the voltages across two precision 112 shunt resistors. All of this information is time stamped and writted into

a tab-delimited ASCII file. The power supplies and the DVM are controlled over a general purpose interface bus

(GPIB), and the program acquiring the DVM signals converts the voltage values across the shunts to current, and

adjusts the output of the power supplies to ensure a constant current supply to the lamps.

3. Results

To exploit the passage of the JCR, the AMT Program employs three sampling strategies: a) continuous near-

surface (7 m) measurements from pumped sea water, b) towed measurements (5-80 m) using the Undulating Oceano-

graphic Recorder (UOR), and c) daily station measurements of the upper ocean (200 m) made close to local solar noon

and then again in the mid-afternoon. Although bio-optical measurements are conducted during all three sampling

opportunities, the ones of interest for this study are the in situ optical measurements made during the latter. In par-

ticular, this includes in-water measurements of Ed(z, )_) and Lu(z, )_) plus in-air and in-water measurements of solar

irradiance, Ed (0 ÷, _) and Ed (Zo, ,_), respectively. The experiments described in the following sections were conducted

during several cruises and generally in Case-1 waters (Morel and Prieur 1977), with chlorophyll a concentrations

ranging between 0.03-8.00mg m -3.

Starting with AMT-5 (Aiken et al. 1999) and in parallel with the acquisition of data for SeaWIFS validation,

specific experiments were executed to allow the intercomparison of data collected by the different radiometers. A

concerted effort was made to deploy two or more systems simultaneously as frequently as possible. For these ex-

periments, the beginning of the cast of all instruments were synchronized using hand-held radios, so all sensors

experienced very similar illumination conditions in the first 10-20m of their casts. The SeaOPS (winched) deploy-

ments took the longest to complete (typically 15-20 minutes for the down and up casts), so it was usually possible

to make several casts with the free-fall instruments during the course of a single SeaOPS cast. These experiments

allow the comparison of winched (SeaOPS) versus free-fall (SeaFALLS and LoCNESS) systems and the intercom-
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parisonof thetwofree-fallprofilers.Theformerisa wayto a.ssess the influence of ship shadow (luring the winched

measurements, and the latter determines if a low cost profiler (LoCNESS) is an acceptable alternative to a higher

cost profiler (SeaFALLS).

Another set of deployments using SeaOPS were also conducted taking advantage that the SeaOPS frame was

modified so it could collect data from three light sensors. For these experiments two of the ports were occupied by a

constant pair of Lu and Ea sensors while another L_, or Ea sensor was connected to the third port to intercompare

with the routine ones. Because with these deployments the heads to be compared are almost exactly at the same

depth and very close to one another, they experienced virtually identical conditions. For these experiments, the

down cast was used to produce a continuous profile for the SeaWiFS validation data set; during the up cast, the

profile was stopped at discrete depths (usually five) for one minute soak periods. The soak measurements comprise

the intercomparison data set, which were averaged to limit the influence of experimental perturbations caused by

waves and ship motion. In addition, sea- and sky-state digital photographs were taken at the bottom of the SeaOPS

down cast or in the middle of a sequence of free-fall profiler deployments.

3.1 Calibration Monitoring

Although the SQM lamp ring was changed after it was commissioned during AMT-3, no lamp changes were made

after the start of AMT-4, and up through and including AMT-7. Figure 3 shows the percent deviation of the internal

SQM blue detector measurements of the glass fiducial with respect to their individual (cruise) mean values during

the AMT-4 through AMT-7 cruises (Figs. 3a-3d, respectively). The data in Fig. 3 was from the first lamp set of the

lamp ring (which contains two lamp sets). Only one lamp set was used because of time constraints, multiple flux

level measurements with the large number of instruments used in the AMT Program (not all of which were used

for this study) was too time consuming. The SQM lamp ring was aged for 48 hours before it was used at the start

of AMT-4, but Fig. 3a clearly shows an exponential decay in the emitted light during the first few days of AMT-4.

Nonetheless, the AMT-4 data indicates the SQM light flux had a stability to within +0.79% and the data after the

first week shows a stability to within +0.28%.

The stability and behavior of the SQM during AMT-5 was very similar to its performance on AMT-3 when it

was first commissioned for field use (Hooker and Aiken 1998): the data indicated a step-wise change in the SQM

flux level halfway through the cruise. All three detectors showed the change, and if the three detector signals are

averaged together, the emitted flux of the SQM decreased by approximately 0.87%. As was the case during AMT-3,
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the change in flux was due to a partial short in one of the bulbs which resulted in a 1.2% decrease in the operating

voltage of the lamp. The stability of the SQM during the periods before and after the change in light output, as

estimated by one standard deviation (lcr) in the average of the three internal monitor signals, was to within 0.60%

and 0.53%, respectively.

During AMT-6, the lo" values of the red, blue, and white detectors while measuring the glass fiducial were 0.36,

0.46, 0.39%, respectively. The performance of the SQM during AMT-6 was the best out of all the cruises; no lamp

anomalies were experienced and the standard deviation in the emitted flux was the lowest ever recorded in the

field. The AMT-7 data show a step-wise change halfway through the cruise as was seen during AMT-3 and AMT-5.

Although the stability for the entire cruise was very good, to within +0.43% as measured by the blue detector, the

stability improves to +0.38% and 4-0.28% if the cruise is split into a first and second half, respectively.

The internal analysis of SQM stability is corroborated by considering the data from R035, one of the field

radiometers used during all of the SQM deployments. The peak in the responsivity of the blue internal detector is

very close to 443 nm, so a time series of this channel, shown as the + symbols in Fig. 3, is" an independent measure

of the stability of the SQM during AMT-4 through AMT-7. The average percent deviation with respect to the mean

for this channel was 0.77, 0.97, 0.71, 0.92% for AMT-4 through AMT-7, respectively; the same values derived from

the internal blue detector analysis were 0.79, 0.80, 0.46, and 0.43%, respectively. The field radiometer data also show

the step-wise changes observed during AMT-3, AMT-5, and AMT-7.

3.2 Instrument Stability

Although the agreement of the 443 nm R035 channel with the SQM internal detector establishes the stability

of the R035 radiometer, it is but one radiometric channel out of many. A summary of the stability of the in situ

radiometers during SQM field sessions is shown in Table 3. The data confirms the general behavior originally reported

during the AMT-3 cruise (Hooker and Aiken 1998): the radiance sensors are more stable than the irradiance sensors,

and the least stable channels are usually the blue irradiance channels. The averages of the most and least stable

OCR-200 radiance channels are 0.11% and 0.51%, respectively; the same values for the OCI-200 channels (which

includes the OCI-200 references) are 0.39% and 1.90%, respectively. The OCR-1000 and OCI-1000 instruments show

similar performance, although, the OCR-1000 sensors perform worse than the OCR-200 instruments• The averages

of the most and least stable OCR-1000 radiance channels are 0.26% and 0.79%, respectively; the same values for the

OC1-I000 channels (including the references) are 0.34% and 1.93%, respectively.
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Tile greater instability of the irradiance sensors is expected, because a) the cosine collectors reduce the emitted

flux, so the blue portion of the spectrum is comparitively lower, b) irradiance sensors have inherently higher noise

(from the higher gain resistors in the detector circuits), and c) the greater sensitivity of irradiance sensors to posi-

tioning errors. The greater sensitivity of the OCI-1000 sensors, which have 24-bit A/D units does not change this

basic conclusion, although, the in-water (higher gain) OCI-1000 sensors do not show as much sensitivity to the blue

part of the spectrum.

3.3 Sensor Intercomparisons

In the following comparisons, only the first five SeaWiFS wavelengths (412, 443, 490, 510, and 555 nm, respec-

tively) are considered. The rationale for this is because a) the blue and green channels are the most important to the

algorithm validation process; b) the SNR for wavelengths above 600 nm is relatively low, so data at these wavelengths

are noisier; and c) high absorption in the red part of the spectrum means that derivation of at the surface values,

e.g., L,,(0-, A), need very specific extrapolation ranges (shallower and narrower than for shorter wavelengths) which

are not accounted for in the data processing scheme.

3.3.1 In-Water Comparisons

For the experiments when SeaOPS was equipped with three heads (Section 2.6), R037 (L,,) and I095 (Ea) were

always used for routine profile measurements, while the remaining (spare) port was occupied by either R068 (L_,) or

I100 (Ea). Figure 4a shows the overall relationship for the first five SeaWiFS wavelengths between the L_, sensors

(R037 vs R068) for over 80 simultaneous collection events at various depths. The level of agreement, as determined

by the slope of the reduced major axis linear regression (Ricker 1973, and Press and Teukolsky 1992) line (m) and

the coefficient of determination (R_), is very good with a difference of approximately 1.1% (m = 0.989, R 2 = 0.990,

and N = 451).

The individual L_ channels show a wider range of disagreement: 4.4, 2.5, 5.6, 24.9, and 3.3% for 412, 443, 490,

510, and 555 nm, respectively. It's important to note, however, that with the exception of the 510 nm channel, the

individual channel data are well distributed with respect to the 1:1 line, i.e., there is little evidence of an overall

deterministic difference between the two sensors. The overall Ea(z) comparison (Fig. 4b) is also very good, with

a difference of approximately 2.7% (m = 1.027, R 2 = 0.999, and N = 404), but the significant clustering of the

data above the 1:1 line indicates the two instruments collected deterministically different data. A comparison of the

absolute responses of these two irradiance sensors, as determined by the SQM data, shows I095 measured on average
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about 2.1% lower than It00 (for the first five SeaWiFS wavelengths), which accounts for almost all of the difference

between these two sensors. The Ed values show better agreement at individual wavelengths than the L,, sensors:

within 1% in the best case (443 nm) and within 3.4% in the worst (665 nm).

The results presented above were derived from data collected during the up casts when the SeaOPS frame was

stopped for 2-3 minutes at discrete depths. The data from the continuous down casts of the same experiments

can also be used to assess how data processing, particularly extrapolations of Lu(z,)_) to the surface, impact the

comparisons of surface quantites like Lw()_) or remote sensing reflectance, Rrs(A). Lw(.k) is defined as the upwelling

light flux just above the sea surface in the zenith direction. This parameter can be obtained by extrapolating the

L,,(z, ,k) profile to the surface and then accounting for the internal reflection during transmission through the air-sea

interface. Such extrapolations are performed over homogeneous shallow portions of the water column, generally

between 1 and 2 optical depths thick, chosen (by visual examination of the radiometric, CTD, and fluorescence

profiles) not to include noisy data close to the surface.

The Lw(A) values derived from R037 and R068 profiles show trends similar to those observed from the soak

measurements and the slopes agree to within 1% (Fig. 4c). It is worth noting that because these two sets of

comparisons are not exactly of the same kind [compared to the soak comparisons, the Lw(A) comparisons are

for a unique depth at a high energy level and have a lower dynamic range], the way errors propagate with data

processing cannot be quantified exactly. It is reasonnable, however, to assume that in the example presented above,

the uncertainties in Lw(A) introduced by data processing are on the order of 2%.

3.3.2 In-Air Comparisons

During AMT-7, two OCI-200 sensors (M030 and M035) were deployed as deck cells for SeaOPS; both were sited

on the starboard, stern trawl post on the same mast. The duplicate reference data allows for an intercomparison

of two in-air sensors under almost identical illumination conditions. Figure 5 shows the intercomparison of the two

references for over 82 simultaneous collection events (which occurred during the in-water intercomparison profiles

summarized in Fig. 4). The agreement between the sensors, as determined by rn and R 2, is very good with an overall

difference of approximately 1.1% (rn = 0.989, R 2 = 0.979, and N = 410). This is better agreement than the SQM

analysis would predict, since the latter showed irradiance sensors have an average agreement of approximately 1.9%.

The explanation lies with the results for each channel which show the individual agreement is more variable, but

fortuitously grouped around the 1:1 line. The disagreement for the 412, 443, 490, 510, and 555 nm channels are 7.1,
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2.7,3.8,0.0,and2.6%,respectively.A recurringbiasis theM035sensorreturnshighervaluesthantheM030sensor

forall channels,exceptthe490nmchannel.Moreimportantly,all of theR 2 values for the regression analyses are

equal to or greater than 0.995. The large percentage of variance explained implies the differences are deterministic.

Since the two sensors were mounted on the same mast, there is no reason to believe the sensors did not experience

identical illumination conditions. The SQM data shows the M035 measurements were on average 2.7% higher than

the M030 measurements with individual channel differences of 5.1, 1.9, 3.9, 0.6, 1.9%, respectively, which indicates

the most likely explanation of the differences in the two sensors is a difference in calibration.

In order to compare in-air reference data from OCI-200 and OCI-1000 sensors simultaneous data from the LoC-

NESS deck cell (M030) and SeaBOSS (N046) mounted on a mast were collected during AMT-5 and AMT-6 flee-fall

profiles. Figure 6a shows the two sensors agreed to within 2.6% (m = 1.026, R 2 = 0.987, and N = 405). Again,

compared to the 1.9% agreement in the SQM for irradiance sensors, this is very good agreement. Once again, indi-

vidual channel differences are apparent, and are well explained by the percent differences in the SQM data. Overall,

the M030 sensor measured 2.1% greater than N046, but some channels, like the 510 and 555 nm channel, were as

much as 5.0% greater and 0.9% lower, respectively. These differences in calibration account for the majority of the

individual variances in the in situ intercomparisons.

Some of the reference discrepancies resulted from N046 measuring systematically lower irradiances (compared to

M030) for some of the experiments at the end of the AMT-5 cruise. The reason for these random lower measurements

is unclear. During the SQM sessions, the absolute response of some of the sensors displayed sudden step-wise increases

or decreases of a few percent with respect to the running mean. These anomalies took place during the power-up

process and were seen to remain for the duration of the session involved, that is, if the sensor powered up with a

higher or lower system response, the system remained anomalously higher or lower for the duration of the SQM

session. Because these start-up jumps occurred randomly, it is difficult to assess if they are the cause of the Ed(O ÷, A)

differences observed in the AMT-5 data. Although all instruments exhibited some form of this behavior, the largest

jumps were associated with the 24-bit systems. Several others possible causes were investigated (e.g., excessive heat

in the radiometers, illumination geometry, and gain switch), but none were correlated with the anomalies.

3.3.3 Reference Deployments Analysis

In ocean color studies, the incident irradiance data are most frequently collected from in-air sensors mounted

on deck, but well clear of the ship's superstructure, or from in-water measurements extrapolated above the surface
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(MuellerandAustin1995).Gettingthereferencedatafromaninstrumentlocateda fewtensof centimetersbelow

thesurfaceandorientedtowardszenithisa recentalternative(Waterset al. 1990).Thiskindofdeploymentallows

possibleshipinfluenceto beeliminatedfromthemeasurements,sincethesensorcanbe installedona frameand

floatedfar awayfromtheship(Fig.1), but several new factors must be accounted for: increased sensor tilts from

wave motion, light focusing effects from waves, and the thickness and content of water above the sensor.

In addition to the deck cell comparisons (Section 3.3.2), several experiments were conducted during AMT-5 to

compare the benefits and weaknesses of different types of reference deployment methods. SeaBOSS was used to

determine how best to float an in-air sensor away from a ship while keeping it dry and minimizing tilts. Four kinds

of reference data are considered here:

1. An in-air deck cell reference mounted on a mast and sited as clear of the ship's superstructure as possible

(SeaOPS);

2. An in-air reference equipped with a flotation collar (SeaBOSS);

3. An in-air reference equipped with a flotation collar and a buoyant stabilization frame with bunji isolation

cords fitted between the frame and the body of the irradiance sensor (SeaBOSS modified); and

4. An in-water reference equipped with a buoyant stabilization frame (SeaSURF).

The first three configurations ensured the irradiance sensor was above the air-water interface, and the last three

configurations permitted the reference to be floated away from the boat.

SeaBOSS in-air buoy measurements (N046), with no stabilization frame, were compared to simultaneous SeaOPS

deck cell (M030) measurements for 42 collection events (Fig. 6b). The overall difference between the references was

approximately 6.4% (m = 0.936, R 2 = 0.983, and N = 210). While the variability of the measurements were higher

for the buoy references because of wave motion, the mean measurements from the buoy were consistent with the deck

cell measurements. When SeaBOSS was equipped with a stabilization frame, the buoy tilts were reduced resulting in

a lower standard deviation in this latter case while sea state was rougher (average, minimum, and maximum angles

measured with the two configurations cannot be directly compared because instruments were deployed on different

days with different sea state). However, no significant change in agreement between SeaBOSS and the SeaOPS

reference was observed.

A detailed example of the differences in reference deployments is available from a case study involving three differ-

ent references. Figures 7a-7c show simultaneous time series from the SeaOPS deck cell (M030), SeaBOSS as a buoy

with no stabilization frame (N046), and SeaSURF (H045), respectively; Fig. 7d shows the mean spectrum for each
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type of sensor and tile mean extraterrestrial solar irradiance, F0(A), given by Neckel and Labs (1984). The amount

of noise or variability in the data increases from the deck cell, to tile buoy, and then to the underwater reference

with coefficients of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) equal to 1.0, 2.4, and 8.2%, respectively. The

increase in variance between the deck cell and the buoy is due to the enhanced wave motion experienced by the buoy.

The large increase in variance between SeaBOSS and SeaSURF is due to the light focusing effect created by surface

waves which occasionally results in Ed(zo, A) values above F0(A).

A channel-by-channel comparison between the in-water and in-air references (Fig. 7d) reveals the submerged in-

strument tended to measure higher levels of light at the shorter wavelength and lower values at the longer wavelengths.

This latter observation is explained by the strong absorption above 560 nm caused by the (approximately) 30 cm of

water between the surface and the cosine collectors of the radiometer. The higher values at shorter wavelengths

may come from a higher frequency of (high energy) light flashes caused by surface effects compared to below-average

illumination situations. It may be expected that the same effect would be observed along the whole visible spectrum,

but high absorption may attenuate or mask such perturbations at long wavelengths. The influence of the intervening

water between the sensor and the surface on the spectral shape of the reference spectrum is also dependent upon

the concentration of optically active components (i.e., phytoplankton, dissolved organic matter, non-living particu-

lates, etc.). Because normalization of radiometric quantities generally requires the use of incident irradiance above

the surface, this implies that sophisticated corrections or filtering procedures need to be applied to the submerged

reference measurements.

The spectral shapes of the three references departed somewhat from that of the mean extraterrestrial solar

irradiance spectrum. All three reference sensors showed a marked maximum at 510 nm, but such a maximum would

be expected at 490 nm in clear-sky conditions or at least both wavelengths should be closer in value. The SQM data

showed the 490 nm channel of the N046 sensor measured anomalously low during the cruise, but for this instrument,

the relative values of the wavelengths above 500nm agreed reasonably well with the mean extraterrestrial solar

spectrum; the difference between 510 and 555 nm in M030 and H045 seemed high. Again, these are important issues

because reference measurements are used to normalize a variety of quantities in ocean color studies.

3.3.4 Profiler Data Analysis

While Section 3.3.1 described results from in-water sensor comparisons conducted with several sensors mounted on

the same frame and using the same data logger, this section documents comparisons where several instruments were
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used at the same time. During AMT-5 and subsequent cruises, a concerted effort was made to collect simultaneous

casts with two and sometimes three profiling radiometers. The main reason for this redundancy was twofold: a) to be

able to resolve whether differences between the in situ validation data and the remote sensing data were genuine (if

both in situ measurements agreed, the remote sensing data was considered suspect), and b) to assess the performance

of the different sensor systems with respect to one another.

Since the in-water radiance and irradiance measurements are closely dependent upon the incident solar irradiance,

it is better for the comparisons to be based on a) quantities which are minimally affected by variations in the incident

light field, or b) measurements that are made very close together in time. During simultaneous casts, hand-held radios

were used to ensure the instruments were dropped at the same time (so the beginning of the casts were very close

together in space and time). Under these conditions, the comparisons can be made on Water-leaving radiances and

diffuse attenuation coefficients

The diffuse attenuation coefficient results from absorption and backscattering within the water column, and it

quantifies the spectral decrease in light energy as a function of depth. In the present case, it has been derived for the

first five SeaWiFS wavelengths by computing the slope of the regression between depth and log-transformed profiles

(natural logs) of L_,(z, ,k) or Ea(z, )_) for the depth range used to extrapolate L_,(z, )_) values to the surface. Because

the derivation of the best possible Lw()_) values is one of the priorities of the data processing scheme, the depth

range used to extrapolate radiometric data is mostly based on the shape of the Lu(z,)_) profiles. Consequently,

this depth range is not always adequate for extrapolating Ed(Z,,k) values or for computing Kd()_) values, since

irradiance measurements are generally subject to deeper and more intense perturbations (particularly from wave

focusing effects) than upwelled radiance data. Consequently, Ku()_) is used here to compare measurements from the

various radiometers.

Under most circumstances, and in the absence of experimental or environmental perturbations, Ku()_) and K_,()_)

are very similar, since the downwelled and upwelled light fluxes are influenced by the same optically active com-

ponents. This no longer holds true when one set of measurements is influenced by photons that can be considered

as coming from a secondary source (i.e., from other than the sun), e.g., fluorescence or Raman scattering. These

perturbations are more frequently seen in L_(_) measurements, because they represent a significant contribution

to the measured signal, while they are masked by the (comparitively) higher ambient light level in shallow Ed()_)

measurements. Fluorescence and Raman scattering mostly influence long wavelengths (greater than 555 am), so the

data presented here are minimally affected by them.
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3.3.,[.1 Free-Fall [ntercomparisons

Figure 8 shows the intercomparison of Lw()_) (Fig. 8a) and K_()_) values (Fig. 8b) between the two free-fail

instruments LoCNESS (R036) and SeaFALLS (Q016). The data are from 81 simultaneous profiles collected during

the AMT-5 and AMT-6 cruises. The overall agreement between the two profilers is very good with approximately

a 3% difference in Lw()_) values (m = 1.032, R _ = 0.980, and N = 405). The LoCNESS Lw(,_) estimates are

almost always above the 1:1 line, which implies there is a deterministic difference between the two instruments. A

comparison of the LoCNESS and SeaFALLS radiometers with the other radiometers used with the SQM showed the

SeaFALLS values were on average 1.8% lower than the other radiance sensors. It's important to note that because

of the relatively low light level in the SQM, the SQM analysis is only valid for the high gain setting of SeaFALLS

while the measurements involved in the derivation of the Lw()_) values often include data acquired at the low gain

setting.

Examination of the individual results for each channel shows the agreement between both free-fall instruments

for the first three SeaWiFS channels is 1.8, 4.6, and 3.8%, at 412, 443, and 490 nm, respectively. The slope of the

regression for the 510 nm channel comparison is considerably worse, m = 1.26. The weak agreement between the two

sets is primarly derived from the AMT-6 data where SeaFALLS yielded Lw(510) values lower than LoCNESS. For

the 555 nm channel regression m = 1.136, and this is mostly due to six casts from two different stations conducted

in waters dominated by Synecchococcus. The reason why these stations are not sensed the same way by the two

instruments is not clear. Small-scale variability (within a few meters horizontally and vertically) may be one expla-

nation, and there is some evidence for this in the fluorometer data. If these stations are removed from the analysis,

the agreement for 555 nm is closer to 7%.

The overall agreement for K,,()_) values is within approximately 1% (m = 1.012, R _ = 0.980, and N = 405).

All of the first three SeaWiFS wavelengths agree to within less than 2%, while the agreement is about 3% and 6%

for the 510 and 555 nm channels, respectively (if the Synecchococcus stations are removed, the overall agreement is

within 3.5% and all wavelengths agree to within 3% except 412 nm which is about 6%).

3.3.4.2 Winched versus Free-Fall Comparisons

Figure 9 shows the intercomparison of Lw(A) (Fig. 9a) and Ku(A) values (Fig. 9b) between the winched system

(SeaOPS) and the two free-fall instruments (LoCNESS and SeaFALLS) from a total of 48 simultaneous casts collected

during AMT-5 and AMT-7. Differences between SeaOPS and the free-fall instruments are higher than between the
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two flee-fall sensors with a 8.7% difference for Lw(A) and 2.8% for K,(A) (the R 2 values are slightly higher than in

tile free-fall comparison, but this is primarily due to the higher dynamic range in light levels observed in the winched

versus free-fall comparisons).

The overall Lw(A) values derived from SeaOPS data were persistently lower (as compared to the 1:1 line) than

those from the free-fall instruments (m = 1.087, R 2 = 0.986, and N = 240). This observation holds true at all

wavelengths except 510 nm where the free-fall systems measured lower Lw values. Inconsistencies between the 510

channel of various systems were recurrently noted in the AMT experiments. In most cases, the sensors agreed at

the illumination level used during calibration. The 510 nm regressions usually crossed the 1:1 line very close to the

calibration point, and the largest differences were at the highest illumination levels (above the flux from the single

lamp set used with the SQM). Numerous possible causes for these differences were investigated, but no satisfying

answer was discerned, and the manufacturer continues to investigate this issue.

While several factors influence the comparison (calibrations, environmental variability, data processing, etc.), the

consistently lower values observed for SeaOPS were most probably caused by ship shadow (Gordon 1985; Voss et al.

1985, and Helliwell et al. 1990). The fact that the difference between SeaOPS and the free-fall systems decreases

with increasing wavelengths (slopes decrease from 1.107 at 412nm to 1.04 at 555nm) reinforce this assumption

(Weir et al. 1995). Even though the SeaOPS frame is deployed using a 10m long crane, the data suggests the

measurements are effected by ship shadow, probably because of the large size of the ship (100m long and ???m

wide). As illustrated by Weir et al. (1995), upwelling radiances, and consequently Lw(A), are more affected by ship

shadow than other apparent optical properties (e.g., irradiance). As explained earlier, the SQM analyses cannot

fully confirm these trends, because the flux level in the SQM and in the subsurface measurements are different,

however, calibration differences should not account for more than 2-3% of the variability ol:;served in the SeaOPS

versus free-falls comparisons.

The comparison of the K_,()_) data (Fig. 9b) shows little differences between the two sets of measurements with

an overall slope equal to 0.978 while among wavelen_hs the slope ranges between 1.001 and 0.97 (except, again, for

the 510 nm channel). In earlier ship shadow experiments presented by Voss et al. (1986) and Weir et al. (1995), only

small differences were also observed in Kd. The fact the K_, comparison does not show obvious ship shadow effect

suggests the shadow of the ship has the same impact over the depth range used to calculate the diffuse attenuation

coefficient (typically, 3-15 m), otherwise the K_, values for SeaOPS would be lower than those derived from the

free-fall instruments.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The primary objective of this study was to use the AMT data set to quantify the uncertainties associated with

many aspects of optical data collection that have not been completely addressed by previous investigations. In

particular, a concerted effort was made to resolve differences between deployment schemes and those caused by a

degraded performance or calibration of a particular sensor. The latter involved an extensive time series of calibration

monitoring using the SQM.

Quantify the level of uncertainty of the SQM during AMT cruises. An analysis of the complete AMT data set

for the SQM (AMT-3 through AMT-7, inclusive) confirms the behavior originally reported for AMT-3 (Hooker and

Aiken 1998): the stability of the emitted flux is to within approximately 1% over the course of a 30-day deployment.

The SQM is probably the most unique optical instrument deployed on the AMT cruises. In the absence of a portable

illumination source, like the SQM, scientists deploying radiometers to the field rely on calibration data obtained, at

best, before and after field campaigns, and under most circumstances, rely on annual or biannual calibrations. With

this kind of calibration scenario, changes in instrument performance are not monitored during a deployment; a linear

fit is applied to the calibrations before and after the cruise to estimate any changes in the field. As shown by Hooker

and Aiken (1998), this is frequently an inadequate assumption.

Quantify the level of uncertainty of the AMT instruments, so differences in the deployment methods can be

discerned. The OCRo200 series instruments have an overall maximum measurement uncertainty of approximately

0.5%. The OCR-1000 instruments are less stable, with an average maximum uncertainty of approximately 0.8%. Both

types of irradiance sensors, OCI-200 and OCI-1000, have a similar overall maximum uncertainty of approximately

1.9%. The former are more stable, but the low amount of blue light emitted by the SQM results in higher uncertainties;

the latter are less stable, but the higher sensitivity (24-bit A/D and gain switching) compensates for the low flux in

the blue part of the spectrum. A channel-by-channel comparison of the two types of irradiance sensors, shows the

OCI-200 instruments are more stable if the 412 nm channel is ignored.

Compare the stability monitoring capabilities of the SQM (an expensive device) with a time series of in-water and

in-air intercomparisons with a second set of radiometers (a potentially inexpensive alternative). The in-water sensor

intercomparisons conducted during AMT-7 showed an overall difference between the Lu and Ea sensors of about 1.1%

and 2.7%, respectively. These values are only about 0.6-0.8% higher than the nominal values determined with the

SQM, but it's important to note the variance in the individual channels was usually higher in the intercomparison

data set than in the SQM data set (which makes error detection more difficult). For the OCR-200 and OCI-
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200radiometers,forexample,thedifferencesin the intercomparisondatasetrangedfrom2.5-5.6%and1.0-3.4%,

respectively.Thesamerangesfor theSQMdatasetwere0.0-1.1%and0.2-3.7%,respectively;thecomparitively

poorperformancefor theSQMirradiancemeasurementsis dueto thelowflux in thebluepartof thespectrum.

Althoughthe degradationin sensitivityfroman intercomparisonapproachmaybe acceptablefor someap-

plications,thebiggestproblemis twosensorsexposedto anunknownilluminationleveldo notpermita unique

determinationasto whichoneiswrongin theeventof a (nonextreme)differencebetweenthetwo--thiscanonly

besolvedif threeradiometersareused,but this is no longeran inexpensivealternative.TheSQMdoesprovide

thiscapability,becauseof its independentsetof internalmonitors,andthefactthat theresponseof all thesensors

canbeusedto determinethedifferencebetweennormalandanomalousbehavior.In addition,theconstantoutput

of theSQMpermitsadditionaltypesoftestingthat cannotbeexecutedin avariablelight field.Forexample,the

SQMdatawasusedrepeatedlyin thisstudyto establishif the in situ differences were consistent with differences in

calibration (in magnitude and sign).

Establish which deployment configuration for a reference buoy that can be floated away from a ship produces

the smallest uncertainties. The intercomparisons between SeaSURF and SeaBOSS conducted during AMT-5 clearly

show the submerged reference produces the lowest quality data, primarily because of the negative effects of wave

focusing: the two agreed to within no better than 8%. This was one of the largest differences derived from any of the

AMT intercomparison experiments. Although more sophisticated filtering or data processing might produce better

results, no extra effort is needed with the other reference methods, so the practice of collecting Ea(zo, A) data was

discontinued after AMT-5.

Determine whether or not reference measurements made far away from a ship are superior to measurements made

on a mast mounted on the ship. The experiments with the SeaOPS reference and SeaBOSS'show an agreement to

within about 6.4%. Although adding a stabilization frame to SeaBOSS reduced sensor tilts, longer data sequences

than are normally collected were needed to exploit this advantage. The intercomparisons indicate the location and

design of the deck cell measurements on the JCR significantly limit or cancel the influence of the ship's superstructure

on the data. It must be kept in mind that the potential influence of the ship on the in-air measurements is dependant

upon the design (and color) of the ship itself. In the case of the JCR, high superstructures are relatively remote from

the stern which constitutes a favorable condition.

Determine whether a modular, low cost (16-bit) profiler is as good as an integral, high cost (24-bi_) profiler. The

SQM analysis established the superior stability of the 16-bit radiometric systems. This, plus the advantage of being
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abletoeasilychangesubsystemsin theeventofreconfigurationrequirementsorcomponentfailures,makesLoCNESS

aappealingalternativeto SeaFALLS(benefitsassociatedwithSeaFALLShaving13channelscomparedto LoCNESS

havingonly7arenotconsideredhere).Theintercomparisonof thetwoshowedadeterministicdifferencewith the

LoCNESSLw(A) values almost always about 3% higher than the SeaFALLS values. The SQM data confirmed the

SeaFALLS data were on average 1.8% lower at low gain than the other radiance sensors used with the SQM.

Determine whether a free-fall system produces better optical data than a winch and crane system. The intercom-

parison of the LoCNESS and SeaFALLS profilers established that SeaFALLS returned (about 3%) lower data values

than LoCNESS. Since the SQM analysis showed the LoCNESS radiometers had a similar response as the SeaOPS

radiometers, the higher values from the free-fall units with respect to the SeaOPS measurements means the SeaOPS

instrument measured anomalously low (by about 8%). The lower SeaOPS Lw values were probably caused by the

influence of the ship's shadow. Although the ship was oriented to minimize this effect, the length of the boom (10 m)

used to deploy SeaOPS was probably insufficient to completely eliminate the problem. Another advantage of the

free-fall systems is their ease of deployment and the relatively shorter time they require to perform a cast. This is

particularly important, because it means casts can be executed in between cloud passage, and more casts can be

done in a particular unit of time. It also means station scheduling can be kept informal with the ship being stopped

only when illumination conditions are optimal.

The data sets analyzed here addressed a number of specific issues regarding uncertainties arising from in situ

optical data collection. Table 4 presents a summary of the quantification of these uncertainties as a function of the

various deployment systems. All of the instruments have been used on more than one AMT cruise, most of them

were modified in between cruises, and all of them involve multiple subsystems, so the entries represent averages

biased towards the maximum (average) uncertainties obtained for each source of uncertainty and each subsystem.

The main differences in the levels of uncertainty for each source are in calibration and data collection. The 24-bit

systems (SeaFALLS) have demonstrably higher noise, so the calibration entries for these instruments are higher

than for the 16-bit systems (SeaOPS and LoCNESS). The data collection uncertainties show the widest range of

values with different explanations for each system: SeaFALLS equipped with SeaSURF is the largest because of

the problem with wave focusing; SeaOPS and SeaFALLS equipped with SeaBOSS are next largest because of ship

shadow contamination for the former and wave motion variance for the latter; LoCNESS and SeaFALLS with a deck

cell are the best with minimal uncertainties.

The only system to meet the 5% radiometric objective of the SeaWiFS Project is LoCNESS, although SeaFALLS
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withadeckcell isverycloseandonly1%higher.SeaOPSisalsoclose,but theshipshadowcontaminationproblem

increasesthetotaluncertaintyto 6.5%.It isworthnotingthatdespitethegreatdealof caretakenin all tile facetsof

in situ optical data me_urements (calibration, shipping, handling, deployment, data processing, etc.), the present

analysis reveals that in the best case, the limit of the acceptable level of uncertainty (5%) has been reached. With

slightly less attention to any step of the process, it is likely the total uncertainty would increase beyond an acceptable

level.

The Table 4 uncertainty estimates are the result of several kinds of experiments and an extensive set of trials,

and although the values are close to the hoped for performance, they are averages, and as averages, they mask an

important aspect of the study: individual channels (e.g., the 510nm channel) may perform significantly worse, but

the poor performance was only detected and quantified, because of the substantial effort placed on monitoring and

intercomparing the sensors in the field. An individiual investigator deploying to the field with only one profiler

and a reference would not be able to duplicate this study, and, thus, could not determine the overall or individual

performance of the radiometers--the problems with the 510 nm channel, for example, would remain undetected. An

SQM would provide a significant improvement, but multiple flux levels outside the calibration point are needed if a

thorough understanding of instrument performance is to be acquired. The SQM can provide three flux levels, but

this was not used here, because multiple flux level measurements with the large number of instruments used in the

AMT Program was too time consuming. An individual investigator with a small number of sensors would not have

this problem.
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Tables

Table 1. Channel numbers and center wavelengths (in nanometers) for the in-water OCR-200 and OCI-200

radiometers used during AMT cruises. All of the channels have 10 nm bandwidths. The instrument codes are
composed of a single letter representing the type of instrument and a two-digit serial number. The instrument
types are as follows: I for in-water OCI-200, and R for in-water OCR-200.

Channel SeaO PS Spares LoCNESS

Number R021 I029 R068 I100 R037 I095 R035 I040 R036 I050

411.1 411.5I

2

3

4

5

6

7

411.1 413.0 412.3 412.3 411.0 412.3

443.6 443.2 442.8 443.1 442.8 442.3

489.5 490.5 490.1 489.9 489.9 489.5

509.2 509.2 510.3 510.I 509.7 510.6

555.4 555.5 555.7 555.0 555.0 554.4

665.7 665.6 664.6 665.2 664.8 665.7

683.2 683.8 683.2 683.3 682.7 683.5

442.9 442.5

489.9 489.5

509.7 509.6

555.0 555.2

665.5 664.9

683.7 683.5

411.6 411.3

442.7 442.5

489.9 489.3

510.3 509.1

554.2 554.8

665.3 666.0

682.6 682.9

Table 2. Channel numbers and center wavelengths (in nanometers) for the OCI-200 references and the OCR-
100 and OCI-100 radiometers used during AMT cruises. All of the channels have 10nm bandwidths. The
instrument codes are composed of a single letter representing the type of instrument and a two-digit serial
number. The instrument types are as follows: H for in-water OCI-1000, M for in-air OCI-200, N for in-air
OCI-1000, and Q for in-water OCR-1000. Some of the channels (1, 11, and 13) in the SeaFALLS radiometers
were changed after AMT-5. The original set (AMT-3, AMT-4, and AMT-5) are denoted by Q0161 and
H0231, and the final set (AMT-6 and AMT-7) by Q0162 and H0232. Two sensors are shown for SeaOPS and
LoCNESS as well as SeaSURF, because a spare sensor (M035) was used during AMT-7 with the former, and

the H045 sensor replaced H024 before AMT-5 for the latter.

Channel SeaFALLS SeaOPS/LoCNESS SeaSURF SeaBOSS

Number Q0161 Q0162 H0231 H0232 M030 M035 H024 H045 N046

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

406.1 565.0 405.9 564.3

411.8 411.8 411.1 411.1
665.8 665.8 665.9 665.9

443.0 443.0 442.9 442.9

470.6 470.6 470.4 470.4

489.3 489.3 489.2 489.2

510.4 510.4 511.0 511.0

531.9 531.9 531.5 531.5

554.8 554.8 555.3 555.3

590.3 590.3 590.2 590.2

669.5 519.8 669.6 519.0
683.1 683.1 683.6 683.6

700.4 434.3 700.4 435.4

411.9 412.2

443.0 443.0

489.8 489.6

511.0 511.0

555.5 554.8
665.2 669.5

683.7 682.4

406.3 405.8 406.3

411.6 412.0 411.7

665.7 665.3 665.9

443.9 443.4 443.2

469.9 470.2 469.9

490.6 490.1 489.9
509.5 509.8 510.3

532.6 531.8 531.7

555.2 554.1 554.4

590.0 590.1 590.3

670.5 669.6 669.7

683.6 683.1 683.4

700.6 700.6 700.7
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Table3. A summary of the stability of the radiance and irradiance field radiometers used with each optical
system (categorized in part by the number of bits used in the A/D converters) during AMT cruises. For each
radiometer, the most stable (left-most entry in range) and the least stable (right-most entry in range) channels
are shown as percent deviations with respect to the mean behavior of tile channel ow_r the cruise time period.
Only the SeaWiFS channels are considered for the analysis, and the nominal center wavelengths for the most
and least stable channels are shown in parentheses. Although most of the in situ analyses presented in this
study are based on AMT-5 through AMT-7, AMT-3 and AMT-4 are shown for completeness (to verify trends
and average properties).

System Cruise

SeaOPS (16 bits)

Spares (16 bits)

LoCNESS (16 bits)

SeaFALLS (24 bits)

References (16 bits)

References (24 bits)

AMT-3

AMT-4

AMT-5

AMT-6

AMT-7

AMT-3

AMT-4

AMT-5

AMT-6

AMT-7

AMT-5

AMT-6
AMT-7

AMT-3

AMT-4

AMT-5

AMT-6

AMT-7

AMT-3

AMT-4

AMT-5

AMT-6

AMT-7

AMT-3

AMT-4

AMT-5

AMT-6

AMT-7

R021

R021

R021

R068

R035

R037

R037

R068

R035

R035

R035

R035

R035

R021

R037

R036

Q016

Q016

Q016

Q016

Q016

Radiance Sensor

0.16 (490) ---*0.40 (555)

0.31 (412) ---* 1.12 (665)

0.16 (665) --*0.68 (683)

0.05 (555) ---,0.19 (412)

0.06 (555) ---*0.56 (683)

0.03 (555)--*0.36 (683)

0.10 (490) ---*0.50 (683)

0.05 (665) ---.0.21 (443)

0.12 (683) -*0.57 (510)
0.12 (490) --*0.78 (683)
0.19 (555)--,0.31 (443)
0.06 (555)---*0.56 (683)
0.04 (555) ---*0.39(683)
0.16 (665)--.0.68 (683)
0.03 (555) ---*0.36 (683)
0.08 (555)---,0.51 (683)

0.09 (490) ---,0.31 (412)

0.41 (665) ---* 1.55 (683)

0.30 (665)-*0.47 (412)

0.29 (665)---.1.00 (683)

0.22 (665)---*0.63 (683)

Irradiance Sensor

I029 0.44 (555) ---,2.77 (412)

I029 0.53 (490) _ 1.62 (683)

I029 0.48 (490) --* 1.14 (683)

I100 0.18 (683) --. 1.07 (412)
I040 0.65 (510)--,1.53 (443)

I040 0.65 (510) ---* 1.53 (443)

I095 0.52 (665) ---*3.73 (412)

I100 0.27 (555)---,2.18 (412)

I040 0.33 (665)---* 1.82 (412)

I040 0.53 (665)---,1.00 (490)

I040 0.46 (665)--1.07 (443)
I040 0.65 (510)--* 1.53 (443)

I040 0.53 (665) --*2.28 (412)

I029 0.48 (490) ---* 1.14 (683)

I040 0.65 (510) _ 1.53 (443)
I050 0.93 (510) _ 2.23 (412)

H023 0.17 (665)-,0.63 (412)
H023 0.29 (510) _ 1.10 (412)

H023 0.27 (665)--*0.96 (555)

H023 0.45 (665) -*0.64 (443)

H023 0.35 (665) --*0.96 (443)

M030 0.24 (510) -.2.62 (412)

M030 0.21 (665) -* 1.41 (412)

M030 0.30 (665) --,1.93 (412)

M030 0.06 (665) -*2.24 (443)

M030 0.25 (665) -*2.30 (412)

M035 0.11 (510) -* 1.18 (412)

H024 0.17 (555) ---* 0.90 (412)

H024 0.62 (55.5) ---* 1.23 (443)

H045 0.43 (665) ---*0.69 (412)

N046 0.35 (665) --, 4.50 (510)
N046 0.32 (555) --* 7.95 (510)

N046 0.32 (665) ---* 1.69 (490)
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Table 4. A summaryof thequantificationof totalmeasurementuncertaintiesasa functionof thevarious
deployment systems used in the AMT Program. The systems are shown with their reference configurations.
Only SeaFALLS was used with multiple references: the SeaBOSS configuration is SeaBOSS deployed as a
buoy, and the deck cell configuration is SeaBOSS on a mast. The entries are average values corrected for
deterministic problems identified in the study, e.g., if the SQM analysis showed a particular sensor had an
incorrect calibration, the data collection uncertainty for the sensor was recalculated assuming the corrected

calibration. Although uncertainties can fortuitously cancel under some circumstances, the total uncercainty
for each system is considered to be the sum of the individual contributions.

Source of SeaO PS LoCNESS SeaFALLS

Uncertainty w/Deck Cell w/Deck Cell w/SeaSURF w/SeaBOSS w/Deck Cell

Calibration 1.5% 1.5% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Data Processing 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

In Situ Stability 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Data Collection 2.0 0.5 4.0 2.0 1.0

Total 6.5% 5.0% 9.0% 7.0% 6.0%
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The optical instruments supplied by the SeaWiFS Project for ocean color remote sensing calibration and

validation activities within the AMT Program. The two most important negative environmental effects are clouds

and foam. The former are the most troublesome, since they can obstruct the direct solar illumination and thereby

produce a complicated fight field (as shown in the figure for the SeaBOSS instrument). The typical deployment

distances to depth and away from the ship are shown in parantheses for the in-water instruments.

Fig. 2. A schematic showing the conversion of SeaOPS into LoCNESS for AMT-5. The deck box provides the

(computer controlled) DC power for all of the sensors and is designed to avoid instrument damage due to improper

power-up sequences over varying cable lengths. The SeaOPS frame was modified before AMT-6, so three sensors

could be clustered together (the third head connects to the spare third port on the DATA-100); LoCNESS was

modified at the same time, so two sensors could be mounted on the nose.

Fig. 3. The percent deviation of the internal SQM blue detector measurements of the glass fiducial with respect to

their individual (cruise) mean values during a) AMT-4, b) AMT-5, c) AMT-6, and d) AMT-7. The SQM internal

detector values are shown as the open symbols, and the 443 nm channel for radiometer R035 is also shown as the +

symbols. The latter are an independent measure of the stability of the SQM during AMT-4 through AMT-7.

Fig. 4. The results of intercomparing individual sensors and data processing on the SeaOPS frame during AMT-7:

a) Lu(z,._) (R06S and R037), b) Ea(z,,_) (I100 and I095), c) Lw(.h) (R068 and R037). The diagonal line is the

1:1 line (if the two sensors were calibrated with no deterministic biases and measured exactly,, the same illumination

field, all of the data would be clustered randomly around the 1:1 line).

Fig. 5. The intercomparison of two deck cell references (M035 and M030) during the in-water intercomparison

profiles presented in Fig. 4. The AMT sampling is biased towards collecting data during cloud-free conditions, so

there is very little data below 50t_Wcm -2 nm -L (which can only be reliably collected during overcast conditions).

Fig. 6. An intercomparison of reference measurements collected during simultaneous profiles: 6a) the LoCNESS

deck cell (M030) and SeaBOSS mounted on a mast as a deck cell (N046), and b) the SeaOPS deck cell (M030) and

SeaBOSS deployed as an in-air buoy with no stabilization frame (N046).
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Fig. 7. A case study involving three different references: a) the SeaOPS deck cell (M030), c) SeaBOSS as a buoy wtih

no stabilization frame (N046), and e) SeaSURF (H045). The mean spectrum for each sensor (from the deployment

time period) and the mean solar irradiance (Neckel and Labs 1984) corrected for transmission through a standard

(clear) atmosphere are shown in d).

Fig. 8. An intercomparison of derived values from simultaneous deployments of LoCNESS (R036) and SeaFALLS

(Q016): a) Lw(A), and b) Ku(A).

Fig. 9. An intercomparison of derived values from simultaneous deployments of the winched system (SeaOPS) and

the two free-fall instruments (LoCNESS and SeaFALLS): a) Lw(A), and b) Ku()_).
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